
THIS I 

BELIEVE 

A Personal Essay and Publication Unit 



What is a personal essay? 

Personal Essay Focused on belief or insight about life  that is significant 
to the writer. 

Personal Narrative Focused on a significant event. 

Personal Memoir Focused on a significant relationship between the writer 
and a person, place, or object. 

A personal essay often combines elements of BOTH the narrative AND the 
memoir since an insight about life or a personal belief is usually based upon 
both experiences and relationships that have taught the writer what 
individual values are most important. 



How is a personal essay different from transactive writing? 
(This is the kind of writing you did for the GHSWT or the SAT) 

Personal Essay Transactive Writing 

Communicates the significance of a central idea or insight 
that has a deep personal meaning to the writer. 

Conveys information to a reader who knows less than the 
writer; may attempt to persuade a reader to take a 
particular action or believe a certain way. 

Purpose is more reflective, although the tone may sound 
persuasive. 

Purpose is more persuasive, an attempt to convince others 
to agree with the writer’s position. 

Development of the piece is based upon the writer’s 
personal experiences or anecdotes. 

Development of the piece is based upon research from 
credible sources. 

Written in first person; more conversational or entertaining 
in style. 

Written in third person; more issue-driven and formal or 
academic in style. 

Appears in an essay or Op-ed format Appears in real-world form like a letter, an editorial, or 
feature article. 

More subjective in tone. More objective in tone. 

Rarely requires documentation. Often requires documentation. 

More informal in tone, language, and subject matter. More formal in tone, language, and topic selection. 



Get out the article “A Doubting, Questioning Mind” and let’s listen to the 
author read it. 
 
Elizabeth Earle was 16 years old. The year: 1954. 

16-year-old Elizabeth Deutsch with Edward 
R. Murrow in 1954. 



Choose ONE of the following prompts for a brief entry 
into your This I Believe journal (in your writing folder). 

1. Most of us have been in a situation where we made a promise that for one reason  
or another we could not keep. When were you disappointed because someone failed 
to  
Keep a promise? Or when did you break a promise that you made to someone else?  
 
2. All of us are works in progress with a long way to go before we reach our full 
potential.  
 In what skill or area are you still working to make progress?  
 
3. We all tend to judge people by their appearances, even though looks can be 
deceiving. Have you ever prejudged someone incorrectly based on their appearance or 
has someone ever prejudged you unfairly based on how you look?  
 
4. There is a famous old adage: "To err is human; to forgive divine." When did you feel 
divine because you were able to forgive someone for their mistake? When did 
someone act divine by forgiving you when you were wrong?  
 
 
 



What Do You Think?  
In the space in front of each belief statement, write an A if you agree or a D if you disagree.  
  
______ Life’s fair.  
  
______ Words can hurt.  
  
______ Police are your friends.  
  
______ What goes around comes around.  
  
______ How you act in a crisis shows who you really are.  
  
______ Love conquers all.  
  
______ An eye for an eye…  
  
______ People learn from their mistakes.  
  
______ You can’t depend on anyone else; you can only depend on yourself.  
  
______ If you smile long enough you become happy.  
  
______ Miracles do happen.  
  
______ There is one special person for everyone.  
  
______ Money can’t buy happiness.  
  
______ Killing is wrong.  
  
______ Doing what’s right means obeying the law.  



• The lead is the doorway with which 
you entice your reader to continue. 

• Don’t begin it with “This I believe..” 
• Try one of the following strategies: 



• Question: “When was the last time you 
went without a meal?” 



• An integrated quote: “Be careful were the last 
words my father said to me each time I left the 
house.” 



• Strong Statement (that your essay will either 
support or dispute): “If you eat enough 
cabbage, you’ll never get cancer.” 



• Metaphor: “The starlings in my back garden are the 
small boys in the playground, impressing each other 
with their new-found swear words. The crows all 
belong to the same biker gang. You need to know 
their secret to join their club.” 



• Description (of a person or setting): “Michael 
once mowed the lawns around Municipal Hall 
wearing a frilly apron, high heels, and nylons, with 
a pillow stuffed under his sweater so he looked 
pregnant. And it wasn’t even Halloween.” 


